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LEED Gold Certification Awarded to Landmark DIFC Gate Avenue         
Project 
 
This week DIFC Gate Avenue was awarded the prestigious LEED (Leadership           
in Energy and Environmental Design) Gold certification from the US Green           
Building Council. Not only is this RMJM Dubai’s first commercial development           
to achieve LEED accreditation, it is also the first retail and leisure development             
in the Middle East region to achieve a LEED Gold certification. The            
achievement reflects both DIFC and RMJM’s commitment to sustainability and          
green infrastructure.  
 
The LEED Gold certification was awarded after the project was assessed as            
successfully fulfilling the requirements across nine measurements for green         
building excellence, from integrative design and human health to material use.           
Gate Avenue met LEED’s high standards across every category, indicative of           
the care and consideration given to the project’s design.  
 
Other iconic RMJM projects that achieved LEED certification include Khoo          
Teck Puat Hospital, Singapore which received a GreenMark Platinum award.          
The Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine, Singapore achieved GreenMark Gold           
and Dubai Tower in Qatar, UAE received a LEED Gold award. 
 
Gate Avenue perfectly demonstrates what sustainable design offers to clients.          
Energy savings, operational efficiency and reduced maintenance, are the         
cherries on top of a development that embraces the health and productivity of             
its end-users. 
 
 

           Notes to the Editors 

About RMJM 

Founded by Sir Robert Matthew and Stirrat Johnson-Marshall in 1956, RMJM           
Group is one of the largest, most geographically and culturally diverse           
architecture firms in the world. With studios across five continents, the RMJM            
family can share knowledge, expertise and design talent, enabling them to           
think quicker and act faster. Working stronger together, they are global enough            
to make a difference while still being local enough to be personal. Through their              
shared vision of success, RMJM has spent more than 60 years creating a             
legacy of world-class design. 
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